
Production of bodies for trucks



InterCargoTruck, LLC -  production 
of different vans and bodies on truck 
chassis with various sizes and 
purposes. Conversion, repair and 
restoration of damaged truck bodies.

The company follows the quality 
policy, which is confirmed by the ISO 
9001:2015 certificate "Design, 
development, production, 
maintenance and repair of vans and 
bodies on truck chassis".
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The consumers of our products are 
the lead national logistics and post 
companies, supermarket chains, meat 
and milk processing plants, 
pharmaceutical companies, etc.

We cooperate with lead global and 
national chassis suppliers: 
Mercedes-Benz, MAN, Volvo, Scania, 
DAF, Iveco, Isuzu, Hyundai, Daewoo 
and others.



Our principle is an individuality. We 
focus on the needs of our customers 
and manufacture exactly the products 
they need, adhere to high quality 
standards and reasonable prices.
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The main product segment are 
refrigerated vans on truck chassis with 
refrigeration and heating units 
installed. The purpose of such vans is 
to transport food, medicines and any 
cargo that requires compliance with 
the temperature regime of storage and 
transportation. 

FNA and FRC class ATP 
certificates confirm compliance of 
production technology with respect to 
thermal conductivity.



REFRIGERATED, ISOTHERMAL AND DRY TRUCK BODIES
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PRODUCT TYPES



 SWAP BODIES - BDF CONTAINERS
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PRODUCT TYPES



CURTAINSIDER TRUCKS
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PRODUCT TYPES



COMBINATION BUS FOR TRANSPORTATION of WORKING CREWS
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PRODUCT TYPES



AUTOMOBILE WORKSHOPS, fully autonomous and equipped with facilities for 
carrying out repair work
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PRODUCT TYPES



MOBILE MEDICAL OFFICES AND MOBILE LABORATORIES
 (x-ray offices, dental, surgical, operating rooms, etc.) 
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PRODUCT TYPES



MOBILE OFFICES for the provision of banking services (including armored ones), 
offices for the provision of state (administrative) services. 
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PRODUCT TYPES



CONTAINERS
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PRODUCT TYPES
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PRODUCT TYPES

CAMPERS FOR LONG TRIPS, TOURISM AND RECREATION.



The frameless production 
technology in collaboration with strong 
and light sandwich panels made of FRP, 
water-resistant plywood and extruded 
polystyrene / polyurethane foam 
together with structural polymer 
adhesives and sealants allows the 
creation of long-lasting and durable 
truck bodies for various purposes and 
different needs of the customer.
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The enterprise has experience and 
the necessary infrastructure for the 
production of metal structures of various 
sizes and complexity. It performs 
welding of ferrous metal, stainless steel 
and aluminum, milling and turning of 
metals of various quality and precision. 
Anti-corrosion surface treatment is 
carried out on demand of the customers: 
painting, hot galvanizing or cold 
galvanizing. 
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    The company provides truck body maintenance and 
repair services in the next cities Cherkasy, Dnipro and 
Lviv.       

The customer can provide ready-made drawings, 
according to which the necessary structure or part will be 
manufactured, or the drawing will be developed by our 
engineers taking into account the needs and wishes of the 
customer.
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Oleksii Panchuk
Chief financial officer / Foreign activity manager

cell/WhatsApp +380952353739
ved@ictruck.com

Intercargotruck, LLC
290 Rizdvyana str., Cherkasy 18028, Ukraine
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